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Abstract 

 

Cholera is an acute intestinal infectious disease. It has claimed many lives 

throughout history, and it continues to be a global health threat. Cholera is considered one 

of the most important emergence diseases due its relation with global climate changes. The 

automated methods like the optical systems represent a new trend to make more accurate 

measurements about the presence and quantity of this microorganism in its natural 

environment. The automatic systems eliminate the observer bias and reduce the analysis 

time.  

The goal of this work is evaluate the utility of coherent optical systems with 

invariant correlation for the recognition of Vibrio cholerae O1. Images of scenes were 

recorded with a CCD camera and decomposed in three RGB channels. A numeric 

simulation was developed to identify the bacteria in the different samples through an 

invariant correlation technique. There was not variation when we repeated the correlation 

and the variation between images correlation was minimum. The position, scale and 

rotation invariant recognition was made with scale transform through the Mellin transform.  

The algorithm to recognize Vibrio cholerae O1 was the presence of correlation peaks in 

green channel output and absence in red and blue channels. The discriminate criterion was 

the presence of correlation peaks in red, green and blue channels. 
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1. Introduction 

In the eighthies the estuarine origin of Vibrio cholerae O1 and its link with marine 

organisms was documented. But there are many questions about the bacteria ecology 

unsolved. The knowledge about its behavior in the ocean and coastal zones could led to 

predict the outbreaks and spread of cholera pandemics. The long-term environmental 

monitoring, in this case, the Vibrio cholerae O1 in seawater could be the answer to many of 

open questions around the cholera. The different human-driven techniques to recognize the 

bacteria have had some troubles in the reliability. 

The performance of ecological studies about microscopic organisms greatly 

depends on the correct identification and quantification of the organism under study in 

natural environments. For instance, Vibrio cholerae O1 is responsible of cholera disease 

and there are many unsolved questions about its ecology that could be answered through 

the observation of a large number of seawater samples world-wide in order to figure it out. 

1-2 

Microbiologists have developed several techniques for bacteria identification. 

Vibrio cholerae O1 has been usually identified through cultures in specific media and a 

waterfall of biochemical tests 3. Nevertheless, Vibrio cholerae could survive in an adverse 

environment in a dormancy stage. This stage has been called “Viable but not culturable”, 

and bacteria can not be recovered by culture methods 4-5. On the other hand, to develop all 

tests we need at least five days, and at last it is necessary to use direct methods6. 
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Molecular biology techniques such as Protein Chain Reaction are the most specific 

methods of bacteria typing. They regards the protein composition of the bacteria wall and 

Deoxyribonucleic acid, but they are expensive, sophisticated and complicated tools and we 

may not use them for screening proposal7. 

Direct techniques such as stain with acridine orange and DAPI have been used too, 

but these are inaccurate methods that just provides information about presence of organic 

matter or organisms in general 8-9. Direct Fluorescent Antibodies (DFA) is a fast and highly 

specific stain method 10-12. However, the samples processed with DFA should be evaluated 

for an experienced observator, whose capacity depends on sample number. Slide’s reading 

is a bored activity that consumes a lot of time, produce tiredness and decrease the 

observation reliability when the number of samples increases. 

The different human-driven techniques to recognize bacteria have some troubles in 

the reliability. The automated methods like the optical systems represent a new possibility 

to make better measurements about the presence and quantity of this microorganism in its 

natural environment. Automatic systems eliminate observer bias and reduce analysis time 

and relieve researchers of tedious activity of organism’s identification and counting and 

provides major effectiveness. 

The use of optical systems has becoming an interesting tool for biologists, to make 

easier and better observations of the presence of microorganisms in an environment. Since 

VanderLugh introduced the filtering techniques 13, optical correlation methods based on 

object’s shape have been successfully used in pattern recognition. Several kinds of filters 

have been developed in order to recognise different objects. In biology, we could make 
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mention of the use of Circular Harmonic Filters for copepods recognition 14, and matched 

filtering for different phytoplankton species 15. 

Nevertheless, bacteria recognition of particular species is a complex issue. Bacteria 

shape does not provide enough information to identify them, because there are many 

species that share the same shape. Vibrio cholerae O1 has a transparent curve rod shape, 

the same as all kind of Vibrionaceae family among others 3. To solve this problem, we can 

mark Vibrio cholerae O1 with monoclonal antibodies and give them a specific green 

color12 and use optical color correlation systems in order to increases the discrimination 

ability of pattern recognition filters, taking into account only color and shape information16-

19 .  Bacteria color and shape depends on the illuminating wavelength, that is, color 

introduces additional information for improving recognition effectiveness. The logical or 

arithmetical sum of polychromatic object decomposition in three simple monochromatic 

channels (Red, Green and Blue RGB) produces a high level of recognition of targets. 

Bacteria’s morphology, orientation and size changes are another problems that we 

have to tackle. Besides shape and color, we need an optical system invariant to position, 

scale and rotation. We use the digital scale transform through the Mellin transform 

approach15 in order to implement an optimal process that guarantees a high discrimination 

capability of invariant pattern recognition correlators. To our knowledge, this approach 

have never been used in color systems. Our goal is to evaluate the efectiveness of color 

correlation systems for Vibrio cholerae O1 recognition, and also develop invariant filters 

comparing the performance of Matched Filters with Phase-Only filters. 
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Section 1 presents a summary of the importance of the cholera study. Section 2 

describes the invariant recognition system for cholera identification. Finally section 3 will 

present some results and conclusions. 

 

1. Cholera Importance 

Cholera has claimed many lives throughout history, and it continues to be a global 

health threat. Since the first documented modern pandemic in 1817, six more pandemics 

have occurred 20-22. The origin of these cholera pandemics is mysterious. One hypothesis 

holds that Vibrio cholerae 01 exists in a nonpathogenic state, and local environmental 

changes, perhaps related to the season, promote its shift to virulence4,22.  

In support to this hypothesis there is a recent evidence that the cholera bacillus can 

survive indefinitely in some hostile natural environments.4,11,23-26. The starting points for 

nearly all cholera epidemics appear to be port communities, implying a role for a marine 

transmission. We shall have to consider more carefully the possible role of the ocean in the 

spread of the cholera bacillus worldwide.  

The biogeography of the ocean changes with the seasons, in an analogous fashion to 

changes on land. Most ocean cycles result from dynamic displacement of transitional, 

highly compressed gradients in the atmospheric and subsequent oceanic interactions.27-28. 

Ecological studies have documented seasonal, annual, decadal, and longer-term responses 

to climate-driven environmental changes. Changes in species distribution and prevalence, 

for bacteria as well as larger organisms, also reflect climate-driven ocean variation.27-29. 
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The long-term environmental monitoring, in this case, the Vibrio cholerae in seawater 

could be the answer to many questions around the cholera. 

 

 

 

2.  Invariant color object recognition 

 

     A numerical simulation was performed in order to correlate Vibrio cholerae O1 with 

Phase-only filters (POF). Figure 1 shows seven steps for invariant correlation of rotation, 

scale and position. All steps were developed digitally. The 1D scale transform is given by: 
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where (ux) is the new coordinate of the image. Because the main operation realized by lens 

in an optical system is the Fourier transform31, and because digitally is easier to use the fast 

Fourier transform (FFT), we will show that we can compute the Scale transform through 

the Fourier transform (whose magnitude is position invariant). This is feasible, since any 

linear mathematical operation, can be written in the general form 
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where g(α) is the integration of the product of the function f(x) with the Kernel K(α,x)32 

and α is any variable. The only difference between the two transforms is thus the Kernel 

K(α,x). 

Let’s consider the Fourier transform of a function f(x): 
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where exp(-jαx) is the Fourier kernel transformation. The Mellin transform can be written 

as: 
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where xα-1 is the Mellin kernel transformation.  Thus, it is possible to proceed from the 

scale to the Fourier transform via Mellin transform. In this section we will write the relation 

between the Scale and Mellin transform only. This is important because, of this way, 

equation (1) can be manipulated via Fourier transform throughout the Mellin transform 

easily. 

     The separable 2D scale transform, S(ux, vy) is used in this correlation process because it 

is invariant to size changes. Its definition is given by30: 
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where (ux, vy) represent the scale variables. It is easy to show that the scale transform of the 

function 
xy

)y,x(f
)y,x(g =  is given by 

   S(ux,vy)=F[f(exp(p),exp(q)] ,    (6) 

 

where F is Fourier transform. 

     Thus, relations between Scale with Mellin transforms in two dimensions, in one like in 

another sense, are33: 

Scale transform ≡
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Mellin transform [ ]≡)y,x(fxy  Scale transform [ ])y,x(f  ,                 (8) 

 

So, via Mellin transform we can calculate Scale transform or viceversa. According with 

equation (8), between Step 2 and 3 we introduce the factor r  (Fig. 1), of this way, we 

obtain Scale transform via Mellin transform. The effect of this factor on the module of FFT 

is radial only. 

     According to Casasent and Psaltis34, it is easier to calculate an invariant correlation to 

scale by performing a warping of the input function and subsequently a Fourier transform 

(Fig.1). Initially in Step 1 (Fig.1) we have an input function f(x,y) for which a calculation 

of the module of the FFT )w,F(w x y  (Step 2) is made; this avoids any shift of the input 
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function f(x,y). When input function f(x,y) rotates, a certain angle θ, )w,F(w x y  rotates at 

the same angle, and a change in scale “a ” in f(x,y) magnifies )w,F(w x y  by 
1

a
−

. 

     Effects of change in rotation and scale can be separated by polar transformation of 

)w,F(w x y from coordinate (wx,wy) to coordinate (r,θ). Because θ=tan-1(wy/wx) and 

2
y

2
x wwr += , “a” changes the scale of )w,F(w x y , and the r-coordinate becomes ar'r =  

without affecting θ-coordinate. Thus, a change in scale of bidimensional input function is a 

change in scale of only one dimension (r-coordinate) in the function F(r,θ) (Step3:Fig.1). In 

order to keep not only the scale but the rotational invariance we will use the non-separable 

scale transform, by taking the log of the radial coordinate )ln( 22 yx +=λ  
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          Because the high frequencies present in the module of FFT have important 

information of features of the original images we enhance high-pass filtering effect35 which 

consists in to apply a parabolic function to the module of FFT. In this way, low frequencies 

are attenuated and high frequencies are enhanced in proportion of .w,w 2
y

2
x  

     In Step 4 (Fig. 1), a variable change is made with respect to r: F(exp(ρ),θ), where ρ is ln 

r. Because in this transformation we obtain aliasing problem, we applied a bi-linear 

interpolation in order to avoid this effect33. In Step 5 (Fig.1) we obtain the bidimensional 

scale transform via a FFT. Phase-only filters SPOF(uρ,vθ) is defined as 
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  [ ])v,u(iexp)v,u(SPOF θρθρ φ−=  ,    (10) 

 

where )v,u(S θρ  is equal to one, and uρ, vθ are variables in frequency domain (Step 6). 

Correlation of digital filter (Step 7) with Scale transform of the image generate a very low 

correlation value for geometrically dissimilar organisms and a high correlation value for 

geometrically similar organisms. 

     As it was mentioned before, the recognition of particular species of bacteria is a 

complex issue. Bacteria shape does not provide enough information to identify them, 

because there are many species that share the same shape. In specific case of Vibrio 

cholerae O1, color information is becomes an important discriminant feature, which we 

need to include in the whole identification process. 

     In general, a polychromatic object presents different shape and amplitude distribution 

Aλi(x,y) when illuminated with different wavelength λ. However, two different objects may 

present similar amplitude distribution when they are illuminated with determined 

wavelength λ0. So, in an optical pattern recognition process using a correlator illuminated 

with a wavelength λ0, these objects will give very similar amplitude correlation 

distributions, and some false alarms will appear. To avoid this problem, it is necessary to 

use the information about the dependence of the object amplitude distributions on 

wavelength36. 

     Most of the natural colors can be obtained as a combination of three colours (the so-

called primary colors) if they are well selected. Each of them has to be on red (R), green 

(G), and Blue (B) regions of visible spectrum respectively. When the object is a 
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transparency, the amplitude transmittance obtained with illumination of one of these 

primaries will be called red, green and blue components of the object. 

     The recognition of an object in a scene is achieved by decomposing the information in 

three monochromatic channels and by identifying the object in each channel independly. In 

other words, the correlation Cλi(x,y) between the scene to be analyzed fλi(x,y) and the 

bacteria to be detected Bλi(x,y), in this case, are obtained by illuminating an optical set up 

with three wavelengths λi=R,G,B which cover the visible spectrum 

 

)y,x(B)y,x(f)y,x(C iii λλλ ⊗=  .    (11) 

 

     Thus, the process shown in figure 1 will be repeated for each channel (R,G, and B). 

In each channel, the filter to be used is matched to the corresponding component of the 

target. In general, objects which have a determined component Aλi(x,y) similar to 

component of the target Bλi(x,y) will give a maximum of correlation in this channel (λi). 

But only the target will simultaneously give a correlation maximum in each channel. So, an 

object is detected as the target if it simultaneously produces a correlation peak in the three 

channels. But, in this particular case of Vibrio cholerae O1, we could mark it with a 

specific green color with monoclonal antibodies. So, the correct identification for these 

bacteria will be in the green channel only, and the presence of correlation peaks in the two 

other channels will constitute a false identification. 

     Therefore it is possible, with the methodology above mentioned, to recognize Vibrio 

cholerae O1 in a digital correlator invariant to rotation, position and scale changes. 
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3. Results and discussions 

 

The recognition to scale changes was accomplished making the correlation of images of 

Vibrio cholerae 01 with differences of 20 to 150% from its original size with a delta of 5%. 

The 27 outcome images were correlated with a target image of original size.  Both 

correlation coefficients results are shown in figure 2.   In all cases we obtain higher 

correlation values though the use of the scale transform. For slightly variations from the 

original size the correlation value increases along both sides.   We used phase-only  

filtering.    

Correlation coefficients for 37 images of Vibrio cholerae 01 rotated from 0 to 360o with 

and without scale transform are shown (Fig. 3).   The invariant correlation coefficients were 

higher.   In the output, there is a change in the position of the correlation peak regarding the 

sizes  and  angles differences with the filter organism.   

Some examples of invariant correlation outputs in green channel of Vibrio cholerae 01, 

using the methodology shown in figure 1, are shown (Figs. 4-5) .    Figure 4e shows an 

image with three bacterias with the same angle but for three different sizes (120%, 100% 

and 60%) respect to the filter (Fig. 4f).    The output in the green channel shows three peaks 

to 0o degrees (Fig. 4a).   A profile of these peaks are shown in figure 4c.   The one in the 

middle corresponds to the 100% and the one besides the left to the 60% and the one besides 

the right to the 120%.    Another peaks at 180o are present because the periodicity produced 

by the polar transform. 
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Invariant correlation results in green channel with a filter that has an organisms of 

different size and orientation (90o) (Fig. 4h) are shown (Fig. 4b).   Three correlation peaks 

are present at 90o that is the angle of bacteria in image (Fig. 4g) with respect to bacteria in 

the filter.   A profile of the lines 55, 60 and 65 shows three correlation peaks (Fig. 4d).   

The left arrow represents larger bacteria, the arrow in the center the middle organisms and 

the right arrow the smallest. 

Figures 5e and 5g present two organisms with minimal scale and rotation differences.   

This image was correlated with a filter with the same orientation and similar size (Fig. 5f).   

We observe a unique correlation peak at 0o and its harmonic at 180o (Fig. 5a).   A profile of 

this result is shown in figure 5c.  Even there are two bacteria in the image test,  there is just 

one peak in the output because when the organisms are similar in size and orientation the 

peaks are superimposed.   This constitutes  a tradeoff for organisms count, but this invariant 

process improves the the recognition efficiency  because the correlation is invariant to 

position, scale and rotation. 

We can see similar results in figures 5b and 5d also in the green channel.   The filter 

image (Fig. 5h) is a bacteria different in rotation and a little in scale.   The peak is now in 

90o  because the bacteria is 90o  in orientation with respect to the image test.    

These results show that it is possible to recognize the bacteria Vibrio cholerae 01 in the 

green channel irrespective to to size, orientation and position changes.   Only bacterias 

Vibrio cholerae 01  can be recognized in the green channel.   The presence of correlation 

peaks in the other two channels is a false identification. 
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Figures captions 
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Figure 1 Steps of scale transform via Mellin transform 

Figure 2 Correlation coefficients of scaled images from 20 to 150% with a delta of 5%. 

Figure 3 Correlation coefficients of rotated images from 0 to 360º with a delta of 10º.  

Figure 4 Correlation with scale transform via Mellin transform. a) and b) Correlation 

output in green channel with phase only filters, c) Graph of lines 1 and 2 of 

clause (a), d) Graph of lines 55, 60 and 65 of clause (b), e) and g) Problem 

images in green channel, and f) and h) Filter image in green channel. 

Figure 5 Correlation with scale transform via Mellin transform. a) and b) Correlation 

output in green channel with phase only filters, c) Graph of line at 0º of clause 

(a), d) Graph of line at 90º of clause (b), e) and g) Problem images in green 

channel, and f) and h) Filter image in green channel. 
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